T cell clones interacting with accessory and T helper cells for a proliferative response.
The requirement for cell interactions in T cell activation has been studied with two continuously in vitro growing T cell clones. These clones are specific for minor histocompatibility antigens, are H-2K restricted, and one clone is functionally a cytolytic T lymphocyte. Both can proliferate when interleukin 2 is added to the cultures, but for continuous growth they require irradiated spleen cells carrying the specific minor histocompatibility antigen and the restricting H-2. In this study we show that for proliferation the clones require at least two cell populations in the stimulator spleen, one is a splenic-adherent cell (SAC), the other a T cell. The SAC are plastic adherent, Thy-1-, Ia+. The T cells are nylon wool nonadherent, Thy-1+, Lyt-1+2- and Ia-. Cell mixing experiments of stimulator cells (all were done with H-2-syngeneic cells), depleted of either SAC or T cells confirm the requirement for a specific interaction between these two cell types and the T clone. Neither SAC, syngeneic with the T clone when mixed with T cells of the stimulator type, nor T cells syngeneic with the clone added to stimulator SAC, can induce an optimal proliferative response. Such a response is obtained only if both cell types, SAC and T cells, are of the stimulating genotype. This suggests that, in addition to an interaction of clonal T cells with SAC, a specific recognition at the T cell level between T stimulator and T clone is necessary. The interaction of the T clones with stimulator SAC and T cells leads to an activation, mediated by antigen recognition, of all three cell populations. Since we also show that each of the stimulator cell types are impaired by ultraviolet light irradiation, we conclude that factor production by SAC and T helpers is the final prerequisite for clonal expansion.